
S Y D N E Y  &  S U R R O U N D S

L U X U R Y  L I M O  S E R V I C E



Luxury in 
the detail
Luxurious premium professional services. 

Our fleet consists of the very highest level  
of luxury vehicles and safety for our clients.  
Travel in comfort and safety with Sydney’s  
finest limousine company.

P R E M I U M  C H A U F F E U R
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Every experience with Iconic Limousines Sydney is of the 
highest standard with our professional and experienced 
chauffeurs ensuring every fine detail of your ride is 
faultless and perfect in every way.

Our fleet of vehicles are cleaned and sterilised consistently 
to comply with all regulations keeping our clients safe in 
the COVID-19 era.

From airport transfers to luxury tours Iconic will 
accommodate every detailed request for our clients  
which makes our services special and unique.

R I D E  I N  S A F E T Y  &  C O M F O R T

WE  A RE  CHAU FFEU RS.  FO U N DED  BY  AN 
A MBITIO U S  PRO FESSIO N A L  WHO  DREAMT 
O F  CREATIN G  A  LIMO U SIN ES  COMPANY 
THAT  STA N DS  O U T  A BOV E  THE  REST.

Airport transfers 
to luxury tours



Our vehicles are true limousines offering the very best in 
external styling whilst providing the ultimate luxury inside. 
Our vehicles provide a smooth silent ride with comfort and 
features second to none. Arrive in style and comfort.

A I R P ORT  SERVICE

There’s nothing worse than missing your flight or arriving 
after a long flight only to wait even longer for your driver to 
show up. Iconic understands this, we use several methods 
to avoid these situations. From continual traffic monitoring 
to flight tracking, we are always working to ensure that 
your travels are hassle-free.

EVENTS

Iconic Limousines Sydney provide detailed and custom 
experiences for all event types. Having the very best 
chauffeurs and vehicles to match arrive at your next 
event in style and comfort.

What’s on offer

R I D E  I N  S T Y L E



Our team provides an exceptional level of service in all 
areas of our business.

PICKUP  &  TRANSFER

Iconic provides luxury transfer services. Our experienced 
chauffeurs understand the importance of arriving on time 
all the time. Arrive at your destination in style and comfort

STANDBY

Our standby service is like having your own personal 
vehicle with chauffeur. We will pick you up, take you to 
your destination in style and comfort, wait for you whilst 
you attend your meeting and be ready for you when you 
are ready to move to your next destination

SITESEEING

At Iconic Limousines, we provide a number of  
pre-planned site seeing tours around Sydney and nearby 
regions. If you have specific landmarks you wish to see 
or visit we will tailor a package specifically for you Iconic 
Limousines Sydney cater for all special events, contact us 
and discuss your requirements.



If you expect the very best you cannot pass 
the S Class. The S500 provides style, comfort, 
safety and luxury arriving in style to any 
occasion or event chosen by royalty and  
world leaders.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  4

SPACE

    maximum   X   3

     maximum   X   2

Our S Class models are fitted with in car
entertainment, listen to digital radio, watch  
TV or stream your own music via bluetooth  
at your pleasure.

Enjoy hot or cold beverages as well as your own 
temperature control to keep you comfortable.

Enjoy privacy from the outside world in the  
S Class with privacy shades and relax knowing 
your are safe from the outside world.

Cylinders 8

Fuel Type P

Total Airbags 8

Horsepower 449

Boot Capacity in L 530

Total Weight in K 2105

M E R C E D E S  B E N Z

S500L 



The Mercedes-Maybach S-Class hire car exudes 
power, exclusivity, and distinction. The Maybach  
S-Class has been designed to ensure its  
passengers experience one of the most  
relaxing and luxurious environments.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  3

SPACE

    maximum   X   3

     maximum   X   3

The finest quality hand-stitched leather massage 
seats offer the perfect place to unwind after a 
long flight, reclining to allow for a comfortable 
journey, no matter how you feel. Not only can 
the heat and lighting be controlled by the click 
of a button, passengers even have the option 
to choose a fragrance which suits the mood. 
Wireless charging, voice control and an extensive 
infotainment system also come as standard,  
so you can spend your time taking calls, working 
or fully relaxing in an advanced environment.

Cylinders 12

Fuel Type P

Total Airbags 21

Horsepower 463

Boot Capacity in L 500L

Total Weight in K 2300

M AY B A C H

S650



Bentley has long been a byword for red 
carpet luxury, and the Bentley Flying Spur  
is no different, offering a luxurious sense  
of space with only the highest levels of 
comfort for your trip. 

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  4

SPACE

    maximum   X   3

     maximum   X   3

The Flying Spur is also the perfect luxury 
vehicle for weddings, bringing the bride 
to church with style on the big day, or 
transporting VIP corporate guests to your 
office, or simply to give a special event a  
touch of genteel English luxury.

Our fleet of  Bentley Flying Spurs is 
maintained and cleaned on a regular basis  
to ensure you a quality service that you’ll 
never forget. 

Cylinders 8

Fuel Type P

Total Airbags 9

Horsepower 542

Boot Capacity in L 420L

Total Weight in K 2330

B E N T L E Y

Flying Spur



The Rolls Royce Ghost is built upon the 
architecture of luxury with hand crafted 
leather seating, combined with opulent wood 
trim to provide a decadent interior.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  4

SPACE

    maximum   X   3

     maximum   X   2

Our Ghost is fitted with in car entertainment, 
listen to digital radio, watch TV or stream your 
own music via bluetooth at your pleasure.

The silence from the inside of our Ghost 
provides  you with a peaceful and comfortable 
trip. Our professional Chauffeurs provide the 
finest experience every time.

Perfect for any occasion, weddings,  
corporate events, sporting events  
or a romantic evening. 

Cylinders 12

Fuel Type P

Total Airbags 8

Horsepower 563

Boot Capacity in L 500

Total Weight in K 2560

R O L L S  R O Y C E

Ghost  
Series III



As you sit inside the Phantom, look up and  
see stars, signifying the limitless beauty of what  
the Rolls Royce Phantom has to offer, with  
simulated shooting stars and 1536 individually 
placed sparkling fibre-optic lights that can all be 
controlled by the users setting your own 
alignment into any bespoke graphic pattern 
to set the mood.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  4

SPACE

    maximum   X   4

     maximum   X   3

Enjoy absolute privacy by fully isolating the 
passenger rear seats from the front with a touch 
of a button, turn the fully transparent glass that 
separates the two sections of the car, to make it 
totally opaque, and frequency specific  insulation 
that maintains levels of acoustic separation 
ensuring any discussion reach only your ears.

Cylinders 12

Fuel Type P

Total Airbags 8

Horsepower 563

Boot Capacity in L 500

Total Weight in K 2560

R O L L S  R O Y C E

Phantom VIII



The V Class is the ultimate people mover 
limousine. Built by Mercedes Benz to offer the 
ultimate  in luxury, comfort and styling without 
compromise. Perfect for short or long trips,  
the V Class is the worlds leading all round 
limousine.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  7

SPACE

    maximum   X   8

     maximum   X   6

Our Mercedes V250 combines  comfort and 
features like none other, the V250 comfortably 
fits 7 full size passengers.

Dual electronic doors enables ease of access 
for getting in and out and is as perfect in the 
city as it is on the highway.

The V250 is perfect for any occasion where our 
clients require luxury and practicality without 
any compromise, travel and arrive in style.

Cylinders 4T

Fuel Type D

Total Airbags 8

Horsepower 190

Boot Capacity in L 610

Total Weight in K 2105

M E R C E D E S

V250



Our Sprinter provides a private and 
comfortable ride for all events and occasions. 
Our trained professional Chauffeurs ensure  
you and your passengers arrive safely  
and in style.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  14

SPACE

    maximum   X   15

     maximum   X   14

Our Sprinter provides the luxuries of  
Mercedes-Benz and is perfect for short  
or long transfers as well as tours.

Available for all business or private occasions  
it is the perfect vehicle to travel in groups.

Enjoy the spacious and comfortable  
interior with all the modern luxuries  
of a Mercedes-Benz.

Cylinders 6

Fuel Type D

Total Airbags 8

Horsepower 190

Boot Capacity in L 4000

Total Weight in K 2308

M E R C E D E S

Sprinter



Our Q7 provides the ultimate in luxury,    styl-
ing and comfort. Perfect for any occasion, our 
clients choose the Q7 for business  
and pleasure.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  5

SPACE

    maximum   X   5

     maximum   X   5

With limousine luxury comfort and styling the 
Audi Q7 is perfect for professionals and also 
families. From short transfers to long tours,  
the Q7 is a perfect all round SUV limousine.

Our professional Chauffeurs are trained to  
provide you with the highest quality service  
in Sydney.

Private and stylish, the Q7 is perfect  
for any occasion and seats up-to 5  
passengers.

Cylinders 6

Fuel Type D

Total Airbags 6

Horsepower 227

Boot Capacity in L 295-1955

Total Weight in K 2240

A U D I

Q7



G L I D E  A C R O S S  T H E  W AT E R
The Sunseeker Predator has all the 
hallmarks of greatness. Striking style, 
remarkable power and an innovative  
use of light and space.

This model can accommodate whatever 
your lifestyle desires. Lazy afternoons 
soaking up the sun on her spacious exterior 
decks or putting her through her paces 
at speeds up to 40 knots across the blue 
waters.  The new Predator has been built 
without compromise and without equal.

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  24

SPACE

    sleeping capacity   X   8

75’ Sunseeker Predator



L U X U R Y  T R A N S P O R T

Bell 407 Helicopter
No matter what today’s mission might 
be, the Bell 407GXi provides the 
performance, reliability, and capability 
you need to safely accomplish it. The Bell 
407’s cabin seats up to 6 passengers in 
wide-open, club-passenger seating and 
can be reconfigured to accommodate any 
number of tasks and payloads. The Bell 
407 also provides a very quiet and smooth 
ride in virtually all-weather conditions. 

PASSENGERS

    maximum   X  6

SPACE

    maximum   X   4

Air-conditioning  |  Cargo  |  Basket  |  Satellite phone  |  Live GPS tracking  |  Range Extenders



R I D E  S K Y  H I G H

The Phenom 100EV pushes the boundaries of convention.  
Combining the performance of a jet with the ergonomics  

of a turboprop, this aircraft transcends the perceptions of what  
an entry-level jet can do. Intuitive avionics paired with enviable  

thrust, superior hot-and-high performance, and an elegant cabin 
bathed in natural light opens a world of possibilities. 

PASSENGERS        maximum   X  4

The Embraer Phenom 300E is the newest and most technological 
advanced jet on the market. Boasting a modern cabin and great 

capability, it’s the only one in the country to date! The Brazilian 
made aircraft has six executive leather seats with swivel and fully 

reclining features, adjustable head rest and retractable arm rests, 
complimented with a two-seat divan at the front entrance  

creating an eight-seat cabin in complete luxury!

PASSENGERS        maximum   X  8

Embraer 
Phenom 100

Embraer 
Phenom 300



1800 998 997   |   info@iconiclimos.com.au   www.iconiclimos.com.au


